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Compression – Ignition - Fuel Control 
Assignment #8 

Name(s) _________________________________ 
You may complete this with a partner.  Providing more information is better than less.  Feel free 
to discuss any of these concepts with other students and me – Phil Krolick. 
 
You may revise this assignment if turned in before the end of week 9   
 
Online Resources for this are below.  You are encouraged to use other sources to research this. 
 
http://cf.linnbenton.edu/eit/auto/krolicp/upload/Compression_Vacuum.pdf 
Compression - Vaccum 
 
http://www.linnbenton.edu/auto/perform/fuel_info.html 
Fuel Control 
 
http://www.linnbenton.edu/auto/perform/how_spark.html 
Ignition Basics 
 
http://www.linnbenton.edu/auto/perform/no_start.html 
No Start Diagnosis 
 
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/engine.htm 
How Car Engines Work (4 Stroke Basics) 
 
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/camshaft.htm 
How Camshafts Work 
 
http://www.compcams.com/Pages/416/valve-timing-tutorial.aspx 
Valve Timing Tutorial (discussion on valve overlap) 
 

http://cf.linnbenton.edu/eit/auto/krolicp/upload/Compression_Vacuum.pdf
http://www.linnbenton.edu/auto/perform/fuel_info.html
http://www.linnbenton.edu/auto/perform/how_spark.html
http://www.linnbenton.edu/auto/perform/no_start.html
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/engine.htm
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/camshaft.htm
http://www.compcams.com/Pages/416/valve-timing-tutorial.aspx
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1)  Explain - in detail - the four strokes of an internal combustion engine. 
Indicate the position of each valve when the piston is at the top and bottom of each cycle.  Remember to allow 
for normal valve overlap.  Explain what causes intake gasses to flow into the cylinder, exhaust gasses to flow 
out, and what is needed to allow the spark to successfully create power inside the engine.   Discuss what causes 
valves to open and close at the proper time.  Remember there are more forces at work than just the piston going 
up and down. 
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2)  Explain - in detail – how to use a 12 volt test lamp to find the cause of an engine that 
cranks but does not create any spark at the test plug. 
Include where to attach each of the two leads on the 12 volt test lamp.  Indicate what might cause the lamp to 
flash but not create spark and what might cause the lamp to not flash.  Be very clear on what is in the primary 
and secondary ignition system as you explain this diagnostic test. 
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3)  Explain – in detail – how to use propane to diagnose a non-starting engine.   
Detail where to add propane.  Explain what it means if the propane allows the engine to start (or almost start).  
What tests might you perform if propane allows the engine to start.   Explain what it means if the engine will 
still crank and not try to start when you add propane.   What tests might you perform if there is a good strong 

spark and over 3” of cranking vacuum but no change in how the engine responds when adding propane.   
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